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Millimeter-wave radar sensors have evolved into essential components for vehicle autonomous

driving due to their reliable detection in adverse visibility conditions. Advanced levels of vehicle

automation demand radar sensors with enhanced environmental perception capabilities.

Consequently, next-generation automotive radar sensors require sophisticated antenna systems

with high efficiency, thereby making waveguide antenna a promising choice. In this context, it has

been observed that gapwaveguides exhibit superior performance compared to traditional

waveguides. Gapwaveguide technology not only enables the realization of complex antenna designs

but also facilitates the robust integration of RF front-ends.

The initial aspect of this thesis involves an exploration of integration techniques in

gapwaveguide-based front-end design. Furthermore, with the deployment of radar sensors that

incorporate orthogonal dual polarizations on the transmitting and/or receiving ends, an opportunity

arises to acquire polarimetric information from the surrounding environment, thereby representing a

promising advancement in the realm of autonomous driving. This thesis presents polarimetric radar

front-end design with dual-circularly polarized antennas based on gapwaveguide technology as well.
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Abstract
The pursuit of higher levels of autonomous driving necessitates the utiliza-
tion of advanced radar sensors that possess improved environmental percep-
tion capabilities. Consequently, next-generation automotive radars require
sophisticated antenna systems with high efficiency, thereby making waveg-
uide antennas a more viable choice. In this context, it has been observed
that gapwaveguides exhibit superior performance in comparison to traditional
waveguides, particularly in terms of assembly reliability, when employed in
the development of multi-layer waveguide antennas. Within the scope of this
thesis, the primary objective is to comprehensively explore the design of front-
ends for cutting-edge automotive radar sensors by leveraging the potential of
gapwaveguide technology.

The initial aspect of this thesis involves an exploration of integration tech-
niques capable of achieving high performance in waveguide-based RF front-
ends. In particular, the thesis introduces novel vertical gapwaveguide-to-
microstrip transitions that facilitate the integration of RF front-ends fea-
turing multi-layer configurations. Furthermore, this thesis introduces radar
transceivers equipped with built-in waveguide-to-microstrip transitions, known
as launcher-in-package, along with an imaging radar antenna featuring cus-
tomized interconnections explicitly designed utilizing gapwaveguide technol-
ogy to interface with the transceivers.

Secondly, in light of the utilization of radar sensors incorporating orthogonal
dual polarizations on the transmitting and/or receiving ends, an opportunity
arises to acquire polarimetric information from the surrounding environment,
thereby representing a promising advancement in the realm of autonomous
driving. This thesis presents novel antenna designs based on gapwaveguide
technology for polarimetric radar sensors. An 8×8 planar array utilizing dou-
ble grooved circular waveguide polarizers is introduced, specifically designed
for fixed beam, high gain polarimetric sensing applications. In addition, this
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thesis presents a polarimetric radar sensor that utilizes a MIMO configura-
tion featuring single-CP transmitting antennas and dual-CP receiving anten-
nas. The antenna design incorporates series-fed septum polarizers, which offer
low-profile characteristics.

In summary, this thesis undertakes a comprehensive investigation into the
designs of advanced automotive radar front-ends utilizing gapwaveguide tech-
nology. The study explores the advancements in terms of integration tech-
niques and polarimetric capability, demonstrating the potential of gapwaveg-
uide technology for the practical implementation of waveguide-based RF front-
ends. The utilization of such front-ends can significantly enhance the capabil-
ities of autonomous driving systems.

Keywords: Integration, gapwaveguide, automotive, imaging radar, antenna,
packaging, MMIC, dual circular polarization, LiP, polarimetric radar, FMCW,
MIMO.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

This chapter provides an overview of the research background related to ad-
vanced automotive radar front-ends. It begins by providing an introduction
to autonomous driving, outlining the levels of automation. The concept of
polarimetric sensing is also introduced, highlighting its relevance to automo-
tive radar systems. Additionally, the fundamentals of gap waveguide tech-
nology are elaborated, emphasizing its significance in addressing challenges
encountered in high-frequency applications. Lastly, an outline of the thesis is
presented, giving a glimpse into the content of the research.

1.1 Overview of Autonomous Driving
The Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) has formulated a comprehensive
framework outlining six distinct levels of autonomous driving, spanning from
Level 0 (complete reliance on human operation) to Level 5 (complete automa-
tion without human intervention). This framework is presently employed on
a global scale by regulators and manufacturers as a standardized mechanism
for evaluating and classifying autonomous driving vehicles, as listed in Table.
1.1 [1].
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1.1 Overview of Autonomous Driving

Table 1.2: A comparison of the commonly employed sensors in self-driving cars:
cameras, LiDAR, and radar, based on technical characteristics and other
external factors. The "✓" symbol indicates that the sensor operates
competently under the specific factor. The "∼" symbol indicates that
the sensor performs reasonably well under the specific factor. The "✗"
symbol indicates that the sensor does not operate well under the specific
factor relative to other sensors [2].

Factors Camera LiDAR Radar Fusion
Range ∼ ∼ ✓ ✓

Resolution ✓ ∼ ✗ ✓

Distance Accuracy ∼ ✓ ✓ ✓

Velocity ∼ ✗ ✓ ✓

Color Perception, e.g.
traffic lights ✓ ✗ ✗ ✓

Object Detection ∼ ✓ ✓ ✓

Object Classification ✓ ∼ ✗ ✓

Lane Detection ✓ ✗ ✗ ✓

Obstacle Edge Detection ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓

Illumination Conditions ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓

Weather Conditions ✗ ∼ ✓ ✓

Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC), an advanced functionality capable of au-
tonomously modifying vehicle speed to ensure a safe following distance from
preceding vehicles, is classified as the least complex level of automation (Level
1). A significant portion of the currently available vehicles featuring Ad-
vanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS) are positioned within the Level 2
category of autonomous driving, such as Tesla’s Enhanced Autopilot, Volvo’s
Pilot Assist, etc. Level 3 represents a remarkable advancement in the realm
of autonomous driving, wherein the system assumes the primary driving role
while human drivers are expected to intervene only when assistance is specif-
ically requested. However, the realization of Level 3 autonomous driving is
still impeded by a variety of regulatory challenges, indicating that a consid-
erable amount of time may elapse before it can be widely adopted. The ad-
vent of Level 4 autonomous driving poses significant challenges to legislation
and infrastructures, primarily due to the extensive involvement of Vehicle-to-
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Chapter 1 Introduction

Everything (V2X) communication. Level 5 autonomous vehicles are charac-
terized by their complete automation, making them particularly attractive for
implementation in the domain of public transportation.

The implementation of autonomous driving vehicles requires the integration
of numerous sensors to enable the vehicle to perceive its surroundings effec-
tively. These sensors involve a range of technologies, including video cameras,
radars, light detection and ranging (LiDAR) sensors, as well as ultrasonic
sensors [3], [4]. The sensory data acquired from the aforementioned sensors is
processed by the autonomous system to identify key elements in the environ-
ment, such as navigation paths, traffic signs, and obstacles. Table 1.2 presents
a comparison of various sensors, highlighting their strengths and weaknesses
under different scenarios [2]. Sensor fusion techniques are widely regarded
as the most reliable solutions for autonomous driving, as they combine the
data outputs of multiple sensors in a complementary manner. Sensor fusion
systems are able to benefit from the strengths of various sensors, meanwhile
reduce detection uncertainties. For example, the fusion of cameras and radar
sensors allows for the generation of high-resolution images while also provid-
ing valuable information about the relative range and velocities of detected
obstacles.

Radar sensors emit electromagnetic waves within their designated field of
view (FoV), which subsequently interact with objects in the vicinity. The
sensors then receive the scattered waves reflected by these targets and employ
signal processing techniques to extract valuable information. Radar sensors
have an advantage over light detection-based sensors when it comes to adverse
weather conditions such as fog, dust, snow, or poor lighting. This is because
electromagnetic waves, which are used by radar sensors, are less susceptible
to interference and degradation caused by these environmental factors. More-
over, the cost of radar sensors is experiencing a decline as a result of mass
production, making them increasingly appealing for various industrial appli-
cations. A significant number of autonomous vehicles available in the market
are equipped with multiple radar sensors strategically positioned at various
locations on the vehicle. These locations commonly include front bumpers,
rear bumpers, side mirrors, front grilles, etc. Aforementioned qualities of the
radar sensors make them indispensable in sensor fusion systems [5], [6].

The 77 GHz band is widely used for automotive radar sensor design due to
several key reasons. Firstly, the high frequency of 77 GHz allows for precise

6



1.2 Basics of Polarimetric Sensing

and accurate detection and localization of objects, making it ideal for appli-
cations such as collision avoidance and adaptive cruise control. The short
wavelength associated with this frequency enables high-resolution imaging,
which enhances the radar sensor’s ability to distinguish between closely spaced
objects. Additionally, the 77 GHz band offers a large available bandwidth, al-
lowing for improved radar performance. Moreover, this frequency band is
allocated exclusively for automotive radar systems, reducing the potential for
interference from other sources. Overall, the utilization of the 77 GHz band in
automotive radar sensor design provides enhanced safety and efficiency, mak-
ing it a popular choice in the industry [7]–[9]. The primary focus of this thesis
is centered around the 77 GHz frequency band.

1.2 Basics of Polarimetric Sensing

Higher levels of vehicle automation demand radar sensors with enhanced per-
ception of the environment [10]. As a result, there has been recent investiga-
tions into the use of radar sensors that employ orthogonal dual polarizations
on transmitting and/or receiving ends [11]–[13]. This technology allows for
the acquisition of polarimetric information from the surrounding environment,
resulting in improved target detect-ability and enabling the assessment of road
surface conditions. Consequently, the use of polarimetric radar sensors repre-
sents a promising advancement in the field of autonomous driving.

Scattering matrix, commonly referred to as S-matrix, is a mathematical
representation of how an electromagnetic wave interacts with a target [14].
Elements of the S-matrix are complex numbers that represent amplitude and
phase of the electric field components of the scattered wave relative to the
incident wave, as indicated in Eqn. 1.1 where r is the distance vector between
the radar sensor and target, k is the electromagnetic wave number, Ei and Es
are the incident and scattered waves respectively. Diagonal elements of the
matrix represent amplitudes of the co-polarized components of the scattered
wave, while off-diagonal elements represent amplitudes of the cross-polarized
components.

Es =
e−jkr
√

4π|r|

(
S11 S12
S21 S22

)
Ei (1.1)

In the case of a system utilizing a linear polarization (LP) basis, the scattering

7



Chapter 1 Introduction

matrix entries can be expressed as follows:(
Es,H
Es,V

)
=

e−jkr
√

4π|r|

(
SHH SHV

SV H SV V

) (
Ei,H
Ei,V

)
(1.2)

Subscript letters H and V represent horizontal and vertical polarization re-
spectively. Similarly, for a system employing a circular polarization (CP)
basis, the scattering matrix entries can be expressed as:(

Es,L
Es,R

)
=

e−jkr
√

4π|r|

(
SLL SLR

SRL SRR

) (
Ei,L
Ei,R

)
(1.3)

Subscript letters L and R represent left hand and right hand circular polar-
ization respectively. In [15], three fundamental symmetric scattering objects
are proposed, namely the plate, dihedral, and dipole. Scattering matrices for
the three basic objects are as follows:

Splate,LP =
(

1 0
0 1

)
(1.4)

Splate,CP =
(

0 1
1 0

)
(1.5)

Sdihedral,LP =
(

cos(2Ψ) sin(2Ψ)
sin(2Ψ) −cos(2Ψ)

)
(1.6)

Sdihedral,CP =
(

ej2Ψ 0
0 e−j2Ψ

)
(1.7)

Sdipole,LP =
(

cos2(Ψ) cos(Ψ) sin(Ψ)
cos(Ψ) sin(Ψ) sin2(Ψ)

)
(1.8)

Sdipole,CP = 1
2

(
ej2Ψ 1

1 e−j2Ψ

)
(1.9)

where Ψ represents the inclination angle of the dihedral or dipole.
Existing systems that utilize a single linear polarization (LP) without po-

larimetric capabilities are limited in their ability to measure the complete
scattering matrix. Consequently, these systems fail to capture comprehensive
information about the surrounding scenery [16]. As an example, radar sys-
tems employing vertical polarization for both transmitting and receiving are
unable to detect a dihedral object with an inclination angle of 45◦. Addition-
ally, in order to mitigate the risk of encountering blind spots, polarimetric
radar systems based on linear polarizations necessitate the implementation

8



1.3 Overview of Gap Waveguide Technologies

of both horizontal and vertical polarizations at both the transmitter (TX)
and receiver (RX) sides. In contrast, according to studies on S-matrix in
CP basis, deploying a single CP in the TX end, along with dual CP in the
RX end, is a viable strategy for achieving reliable detection, despite being
incapable of measuring the full S-matrix [11]. This configuration allows for
the acquisition of sufficient polarimetric data while reducing the number of
transmitters by half when compared to a fully polarimetric radar system. The
redundant transmitters are employed to enlarge the virtual array aperture size
with appropriate typologies, which is particularly cost-effective for enhancing
the angular resolution.

Polarimetric sensing plays a vital role in various applications such as syn-
thetic aperture radar (SAR) imaging, Doppler weather radar, and road sur-
face monitoring. In autonomous driving applications, the perception of road
surface conditions holds significant importance. Recent investigations have
explored the use of passive radiometers with polarimetric capabilities to iden-
tify road conditions, including dry surfaces, liquid water, and ice on asphalt
[17]. Additionally, polarimetric radars have been employed for road recog-
nition purposes [18]–[20]. Recent research has also focused on investigating
polarimetric multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) systems for automotive
applications [21], [22]. MIMO systems provide a cost-effective approach to
enhance the angular resolution of radar systems by leveraging transmission
multiplexing across multiple antennas [23].

1.3 Overview of Gap Waveguide Technologies
The development of waveguide transmission lines stands as a significant mile-
stone in the field of microwave engineering. Initially, it was widely accepted
that two conductors were indispensable for the propagation of waves [24].
However, it was not until 1897 that mathematical verification of wave propaga-
tion in waveguides with circular and rectangular cross-sections was presented
[25]. Subsequently, experimental confirmation of waveguide propagation was
provided in 1936, leading to an increased interest and attention towards waveg-
uide technology [26].

Waveguides offer significant advantages such as high power-handling capa-
bility and low-loss properties, making them a popular choice in the design of
large gain/high efficiency array antennas. However, as the operating frequency
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Chapter 1 Introduction

increases and the wavelength shrinks, the fabrication of waveguides becomes
more challenging. Traditionally, waveguide modules are manufactured using
split-blocks, which are then connected through methods such as screwing. At
even higher frequencies, techniques like diffusion bonding and vacuum brazing
are employed. However, as the frequency rises, the assembly process becomes
critical due to the difficulty of achieving reliable electrical contacts between
the split blocks. This necessitates the development of new waveguide tech-
nologies that are not only cost-effective but also capable of providing reliable
assembly in the millimeter-wave frequency band, surpassing the limitations of
common hollow waveguides.

In recent years, gap waveguide technologies have emerged as a promising
solution to overcome the challenges mentioned earlier [27]. These technologies
have gained significant interest from both industrial and academic communi-
ties. To explain the operational principles of a gap waveguide, let’s consider a
parallel plate structure comprising an upper perfect electric conductor (PEC)
plate and a lower perfect magnetic conductor (PMC) plate. As depicted in
Fig. 1.1a, no wave propagation occurs between the plates when the separation
of the air gap is smaller than a quarter wavelength. However, this limitation
can be overcome by incorporating guiding structures on the PMC surface, as
illustrated in Fig. 1.1b.

PEC

PMC

Air Gap

g < 𝜆/4
No Propagation

(a)

PEC

PMC

Air Gap

g < 𝜆/4
Propagation along

strip only

PMCstrip

(b)

Figure 1.1: Cross section of ideal gap waveguide.

In practical applications, the PMC condition is emulated by incorporating
periodic textured structures, such as metal pins or mushroom structures [28],
[29]. These structures are responsible for providing the necessary guidance for
wave propagation in the gap waveguide. Depending on the specific configura-
tion of the guiding structures, different types of gap waveguide transmission
lines can be realized. Fig. 1.2 illustrates some of the commonly used configu-
rations of gap waveguide transmission lines.

The application of gap waveguide technology has led to the development of
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1.3 Overview of Gap Waveguide Technologies

various multi-layer waveguide components, including slot arrays, filters, and
diplexers, as discussed in multiple studies [30]–[36]. These studies have demon-
strated that components based on gap waveguide technology exhibit com-
petitive performance when compared to their conventional waveguide coun-
terparts. Additionally, the utilization of gap waveguide technology enables
greater flexibility in designing interconnections between the layers, allowing
for improved integration. The integration of mmWave front-ends has also been
explored using gap waveguide technology [37]. Gap waveguide integration is a
multi-layer integration technique that offers advantages such as non-galvanic
contact between the layers, resulting in increased assembly reliability and sys-
tem robustness [38].

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 1.2: Gap waveguide configurations: (a) groove gap waveguide (GGW), (b)
horizontally polarized gap waveguide (HPGGW), (c) ridge gap waveg-
uide (RGW), (d) inverted microstrip gap waveguide (IMGW).

Traditionally, computer numerical control (CNC) milling has been com-
monly employed for fabricating gap waveguide components. However, the
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increasing cost and time-consuming nature of CNC milling, particularly for
producing small features, have posed challenges. To address these issues, al-
ternative low-cost manufacturing techniques have gained popularity in the
production of gap waveguides. These techniques include die-sink electric dis-
charge Machining (EDM), 3D printing, plastic injection molding, and micro-
machining [39]–[43]. By employing these alternative manufacturing methods,
the pressure associated with expensive fabrication and precise mechanical as-
sembly of gap waveguide components at the mmWave frequency band can be
alleviated.

1.4 Thesis Outline
The main focus of this thesis is to investigate the advancements in automotive
radar front-ends based on gap waveguide technology. The research is centered
around two main aspects:

1. Firstly, the integration of radar chips with waveguide antennas is ex-
plored, with a particular emphasis on the development of waveguide
to microstrip transitions. Furthermore, the thesis explores transceivers
that utilize advanced packaging techniques, aiming to facilitate easy in-
tegration with waveguide antennas.

2. Secondly, the thesis explores the design of gap waveguide antennas with
high efficiency, targeting advanced radar systems such as imaging radars
and polarimetric radars.

The thesis is structured into two parts:

1. The first part consists of three chapters. Chapter one provides a concise
introduction to the background of the thesis work, setting the context
for the research. Chapter two focuses on the integration of radar chips
with antennas, emphasizing advanced packaging techniques based on
gap waveguide technology. Chapter three of the thesis is dedicated to
the exploration of antenna designs specifically developed for advanced
automotive radar front-ends, with a primary focus on dual circularly
polarized antennas utilized in polarimetric radar systems. Additional
chapters provide a summary of the papers included in the thesis and
explore future possibilities in the field.

12



1.4 Thesis Outline

2. The second part of the thesis contains the author’s contributions in the
form of academic research papers. These papers showcase the original
research conducted by the author and contribute to the overall body of
knowledge in the field of automotive radar front-end advancements.
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CHAPTER 2

Integration of radar chips with antennas

2.1 State-of-the-art radar transceivers

Currently, the majority of radar sensing systems employ highly integrated
system-in-package (SiP) components that incorporate multiple transmitters
(TX) and receivers (RX) featuring a broad range of functionalities, spanning
from radio frequency (RF) front-end operations to intermediate frequency
(IF) signal processing. As an illustrative example, Fig. 2.1 presents a func-
tional block diagram of the transceiver TI AWR2243 [44]. The transceiver
incorporates a comprehensive range of components within its architecture. In
addition to RF front-end elements like low-noise amplifiers (LNA), power am-
plifiers (PA), mixers, and others, it also includes phase-locked loops (PLL)
and analog-to-digital converters (ADC). In more advanced designs, micro-
controller units (MCU) or digital signal processor (DSP) blocks are further
integrated to facilitate signal processing tasks [45]. A comparative analysis of
multiple off-the-shelf radar transceivers operating within the frequency range
of 76-81 GHz is provided in Table 2.1.

Embedded wafer level ball grid array (eWLB) packaging technique is widely
adopted for highly integrated radar transceivers. Fig. 2.2 provides a rep-
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Figure 2.1: Functional block diagram of TI AWR2243 radar transceiver [44].

resentative cross-sectional view of the technique [46]. The view reveals a
multi-layered structure, with integrated circuits mounted on redistribution
layers, encapsulated with mold compound, and connected to the external
world through solder balls. The utilization of eWLB packaging for automotive
radar transceivers presents a range of advantages, including miniaturization,
enhanced electrical performance, efficient thermal management, and improved
reliability. However, it is essential to thoroughly assess factors such as cost, de-
sign complexity, and long-term compatibility to ensure successful integration
and deployment in automotive radar systems.

The transceivers with eWLB packaging will be surface mounted on PCB
boards. This is commonly referred to as flip-chip assembly, as illustrated in
Fig. 2.3. In order to establish a dependable electrical connection between the
solder balls and PCB pads, the surface mount process must take into account
several crucial factors. These include optimizing the solder paste volume,
precise component placement, and appropriate reflow temperature [47].
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2.1 State-of-the-art radar transceivers

Table 2.1: Comparison among off-the-shelf radar transceivers operating at 76-81
GHz.

Transceiver TX RX Noise Transmit Manufacturer

Qty. Qty. Figure (dB) Power (dBm)

TEF82XX 3 4 11.5 13.5 NXP

TEF810X 3 4 12 12 NXP

AWR1243 3 4 14 12 TI

AWR2243 3 4 12 13 TI

RXS816xPL 3 4 ∼ ∼ Infineon

RXS8156PLA 2 4 ∼ ∼ Infineon

CAL77A4T8R 4 8 12 13 Calterah

CAL77A2T4R 2 4 12 13 Calterah

Figure 2.2: Cross-sectional view of an eWLB package [46].

In cutting-edge radar transceivers, the integration of antennas with antenna
on package (AoP) technology, referred to as antenna in package (AiP) as well,
has reached an advanced stage [48], [49]. AoP technology involves the direct
integration of antennas onto the electronic package of the transceiver. Within
the context of PCB-based integration, which will be addressed in the forth-
coming section, the utilization of AoP technology eliminates the necessity for
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Figure 2.3: Surface mount process of the BGA components [47].

a high-frequency substrate material. This elimination results in various ben-
efits, including cost reduction, simplified manufacturing processes, and board
space reduction [50]. Nevertheless, it is important to acknowledge that AoP
technology also presents certain inherent disadvantages that must be taken
into account. These drawbacks include limitations on antenna size due to the
compact nature of the package, challenges related to thermal management,
difficulties associated with repair or replacement of the integrated antennas,
and poor antenna radiation efficiency, among others. These factors need to
be thoroughly considered and addressed to ensure optimal performance and
reliability of the system.

2.2 Integration of radar transceivers with PCB
antennas

PCB-based integration stands as the most highly sought-after technique for
integrating automotive radar sensors. One of the primary reasons for this
preference is the utilization of flip-chip assembly for radar transceivers with
BGA packaging, enabling seamless integration with PCB components, includ-
ing PCB antennas. This approach facilitates efficient integration of the radar
system components, ensuring optimal functionalities.

As depicted in Fig. 2.4, an off-the-shelf radar sensor is illustrated with
exploded 3D structures. Typically, a radar sensor comprises a housing frame
with connectors, a DSP board responsible for signal processing, a shielding
metal layer ensuring electromagnetic compatibility, an RF board facilitating
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2.2 Integration of radar transceivers with PCB antennas

Figure 2.4: Exploded view of the Bosch RADAR sensor [51].

integration of radar transceivers with on-board antennas, and a radome cover.

Figure 2.5: PCB layout of TI AWR2243 evaluation module [52].

The transition from eWLB solder balls to PCB antennas, typically in the
form of microstrip patch arrays, is a relatively straightforward process, as de-
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Chapter 2 Integration of radar chips with antennas

picted in Fig. 2.5. The solder balls are directly mounted onto grounded copla-
nar waveguides (GCPW). GCPW is an effective transmission line structure
that minimizes coupling between adjacent transmission lines. The presence
of grounded vias aids in suppressing parasitic substrate modes. Transitions
from GCPW to microstrip lines are achieved using quarter-wavelength trans-
formers.

2.3 Integration of radar transceivers with
waveguide antennas

The utilization of waveguide antennas is experiencing a notable surge of in-
terest in advanced antenna systems for automotive radar applications. This
growing attention is due to the unique characteristics offered by waveguide
antennas, such as high power handling capabilities, low loss and wide band-
width. Waveguide antennas hold significant promise in terms of improving
overall performance and enabling advanced beam-forming techniques.

The integration of waveguide antennas with radar transceivers has been
investigated in various research studies. In particular, reference [53] presents
a simultaneous multi-mode imaging radar system that incorporates a complex
antenna system using conventional rectangular waveguide slot arrays. To
achieve a lightweight design, the waveguide slot arrays are fabricated using
plastic milling techniques. Assembly of the imaging radar system is depicted
in Fig. 2.6a. Notably, the waveguide antennas are positioned on top of the
RF boards, providing shielding for the active circuits. This design approach
allows for a compact stacked configuration, optimizing the use of space within
the system. The imaging radar integrates four radar transceivers, which are
mounted on an RF board, as illustrated in Fig 2.6b. A crucial aspect of the
integration process is the transition from the on-board planar transmission line
to the vertically connected waveguide. Proper design and implementation of
this transition are essential to minimize losses of the integration. Generally,
these types of transitions are classified as broadside E-plane transitions and
longitudinal H-plane transitions, as depicted in Fig. 2.7 [54].

Notably, in reference [55], two additional designs of waveguide-to-microstrip
transitions are introduced, as depicted in Fig. 2.8. These transitions are
specifically designed for operation in the frequency range of 76 to 81 GHz,
making them suitable for automotive radar applications. In these designs, the
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2.3 Integration of radar transceivers with waveguide antennas

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.6: Simultaneous multi-mode automotive imaging radar system using
waveguide slot arrays: (a) assembly of the system, (b) RF board inte-
grated with 4 radar transceivers [53].

patch probes are deliberately positioned off the central line in order to gen-
erate the desired waveguide modes. Additionally, an elevated ground plane
is utilized, which includes metalized vias to prevent any leakage of the elec-
tromagnetic field through the substrate. One of the configurations employs
a waveguide iris, which helps in achieving a broader bandwidth compared to
the other design. It is worth mentioning that both of these transition designs
can be implemented effectively on a single-layer printed circuit board (PCB).
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Port RW

Port MS

(a)

Port RW Port MS

(b)

Figure 2.7: (a) broadside E-plane transition from microstrip to waveguide, (b) lon-
gitudinal H-plane transition from microstrip to waveguide [54].

Figure 2.8: 3-D structures of the proposed vertical transitions: (a) without the
waveguide iris, (b) with the waveguide iris [55].

Given the presence of differential RF ports in certain off-the-shelf radar
transceivers [57], reference [56] presents an intriguing design that focuses on
the transition from a differential transmission line to a waveguide, as depicted
in Fig. 2.9. The waveguide houses a differential microstrip patch antenna
(DMPA) that functions as the radiation element. This antenna consists of a
main patch, a short-end parasitic patch, and a matching network. The incor-
poration of the short-end parasitic patch leads to a significant enhancement
in the bandwidth of differential mode signals, while concurrently providing
strong suppression of common mode signal transmission.
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technology

Figure 2.9: Structure of vertical transition between rectangular waveguide and dif-
ferential line as proposed in [56].

2.4 Integration of automotive radar front-end
based on gap waveguide technology

Figure 2.10: Gap waveguide packaging model for an amplifier chain [58].

In addition to its growing utilization in multi-layer waveguide antenna de-
sign, gap waveguide technology has been recognized for its active circuits
packaging capabilities, which offer improved isolation between adjacent com-
ponents, as depicted in Fig. 2.10 [58]. The periodic pin textures effectively
mitigates electromagnetic field leakage through the air gap. Importantly, this
approach does not require electrical contact between the layers, further sim-
plifying the design and assembly process.

This packaging technique has been employed in the design of waveguide-to-
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.11: (a) Configuration of the proposed RF front-end, (b) RF board inte-
grated with transitions and MMICs [37].

microstrip transitions for the integration of waveguide-based RF front-ends.
Reference [37] presents an example of an RF front-end designed for high data
rate communications in the E band, employing gap waveguide technologies.
This example serves as an inspiring reference for the integration of waveguide-
based automotive radar front-ends. The design comprises a 16×16 gap waveg-
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2.4 Integration of automotive radar front-end based on gap waveguide
technology

Figure 2.12: Configuration of the proposed microstrip-to-waveguide inline transi-
tion [37].

uide slot array equipped with an input diplexer, positioned on the top of the
RF board, as depicted in Fig. 2.11a. The integration of RX and TX MMICs
with the RF board is achieved through bond-wire connections as illustrated
in Fig. 2.11b. The waveguide antenna is seamlessly integrated with the RF
board via inline transitions from microstrip to groove gap waveguide as de-
picted in Fig. 2.12. The inline transition can be categorized as a broadside
E-plane transition. A back-short cavity is employed beneath the microstrip
probe. To attain broadband matching, a pair of closely positioned parasitic
patches are incorporated near the probe. Two metallic pins that positioned
quarter wavelength away from the E-plane probe are extended into the waveg-
uide channel in order to improve the impedance matching of the transition.

However, the implementation of inline transitions requires the placement
of both the MMIC and gap waveguide transmission line in the same layer.
Consequently, this configuration restricts the available space for routing bias
signals and LO/IF signals, leading to limitations in signal routing capabilities.
In contrast to the inline transitions, as discussed in the preceding section,
vertical transitions offer greater compactness and flexibility in the integration
of multiple active components.

Notably, the previous analysis of vertical transitions in [55], [56] has revealed
that a considerable portion of board space is occupied by metalized vias. Fur-
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thermore, the assembly process requires establishing electrical contact between
the waveguide block and an elevated ground plane. Consequently, there exists
a significant risk of electromagnetic (EM) field leakage through potential air
gaps, particularly at the mmWave frequency band. On the contrary, pack-
aging techniques utilizing gap waveguides offer a compelling alternative for
vertical transition designs. These techniques involve non-galvanic contact be-
tween the layers, which effectively mitigates the risk of field leakage through
air gaps.

Figure 2.13: Structures of the proposed microstrip to double ridge waveguide tran-
sitions. In these figures, substrate and ground layer of microstrip lines
are not shown [59].

Microstrip

feeding

Double

ridge

Figure 2.14: Electric field distribution surround the patch.

In the work presented in [59], three vertical transitions from microstrip to
double ridge waveguide are proposed, as depicted in Fig. 2.13. They are clas-
sified as broadside E-plane transitions, primarily designed to operate at the 28
GHz frequency band. However, due to their inherent design characteristics,
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they can be easily scaled for use in the 77 GHz frequency band. They are real-
ized by employing microstrip patches with double ridge metal posts positioned
on top. The fringe fields generated by the patches enable vertical coupling to
the double ridge, as illustrated in Fig. 2.14. Notably, the need for metalized
vias is eliminated due to the periodic pins that effectively prevent the field
from propagating through the substrate. Despite their close proximity, these
transitions achieve remarkable isolation, which can be attributed to the gap
waveguide packaging. Moreover, these transitions can be implemented on a
single-layer PCB.

Figure 2.15: (a) Exploded view of the design sketch of subarray integrated with
the transition. (b) Ridge GW unit cell, where a ridge is embedded
within a pin texture. (c) Layout of two slots of slot layer. The rest
of the slots are similar. (d) yz -plane cross section sketch of the dual
ridge waveguide. (e) Layout of the microstrip probe is used in the
transition. (f) yz -plane cross section of microstrip line to ridge GW
line transition [60].

In reference [60], an additional example of a vertical waveguide-to-microstrip
transition is discussed, which is based on the concept of gap waveguide. This
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transition is specifically designed for a phased array system operating at 28
GHz but also serves as an inspiring design for potential applications at 77
GHz. The transition, classified as a broadside E-plane transition, utilizes the
pin texture of the gap waveguide to effectively block the propagation of the
electromagnetic field in the backward direction, as depicte in Fig. 2.15. An
SIW cavity with vias on board is connected to the waveguide port, which is
then followed by a transition to the distribution RGW. It is important to note
that while this design cannot completely eliminate electrical contact, the metal
pieces of the antenna serve the purpose of heat dissipation and contribute to
the temperature stability of the system.

2.5 Contributions of the thesis

Research on vertical gap waveguide-to-microstrip transitions

The previous publications primarily concentrate on vertical gap waveguide to
microstrip transitions operating at lower frequency bands, with limited vali-
dation through active measurements. In this thesis, two vertical transitions
are introduced, designed specifically for the integration of RGW with MMICs,
operating at the 77 GHz frequency band. In addition, the transitions have
undergone comprehensive verification through both passive and active mea-
surements.

The first vertical transition utilizes a rectangular microstrip patch to couple
the signal to the RGW, as dipicted in Fig. 2.16. Measurement results of
this transition in a back-to-back structure demonstrate that the reflection
coefficient is better than -10 dB from 75 to 83 GHz, as depicted in Fig. 2.17.
The insertion loss for this exclusive transition over the frequency band is
derived to be in the range of 0.65 to 0.85 dB based on the measurement results.
The second vertical transition utilizes a microstrip probe with a ground slot as
depicted in Fig. 2.18. Measurement results of this transition in a back-to-back
structure show that the reflection coefficient is better than -10 dB from 69 to 86
GHz, as depicted in Fig. 2.19. The insertion loss for this exclusive transition
over the frequency band is derived to be in the range of 0.65 to 1 dB based
on the measurement results. Please notice that the conclusions regarding
the losses of the transition are not directly obtained from the measurements
but are derived with the assistance of simulated results. In principle, more
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accurate results could be obtained through the utilization of dedicated Thru-
Reflect-Line (TRL) calibration kits, as suggested in reference [61], [62]. Please
refer to the research details in Appendix Paper A for further information.
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Figure 2.16: Vertical transition A between packaged microstrip line and RGW. (a1
= 0.55 mm, a2 = 0.8 mm, l1 = 2.33 mm, w1 = 1.34 mm, l2 = 1.89
mm, w2 = 1.04 mm)
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Figure 2.17: Simulated and measured results of transition A implemented in a
back-to-back structure.
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Figure 2.18: Vertical transition B between packaged microstrip and RGW. (w5 =
1.08 mm, l5 = 3.92 mm,wp2 = 0.3 mm)
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Figure 2.19: Simulated and measured results of transition B implemented in a
back-to-back structure.

Research on gap waveguide based polarimetric radar
front-ends
Currently, there are limited publications focusing on waveguide-based auto-
motive radar front-ends, particularly those supported by measurement verifi-
cation. This thesis addresses this research gap by presenting the development
of a comprehensive polarimetric radar sensor. The RF front-end of the sensor
adopts a multi-layer configuration based on gap waveguide technology. To
enable seamless integration of the waveguide front-end with RF boards, ver-
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Figure 2.20: a) Non-galvanic waveguide-to-microstrip transitions based on gap-
waveguide technology. b) Top view.

tical waveguide-to-microstrip transitions utilizing gap waveguide packaging
techniques are employed. A visual depiction of the transition can be found
in Fig. 2.20. The insertion losses of the transitions are determined through
comparative measurements conducted with a reference radar system that fea-
tures identical electronic circuitry with the proposed polarimetric sensor. For
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further in-depth information, please refer to the research details provided in
Appendix Paper D.

Research on imaging radar front-ends based on advanced
radar transceivers with launcher-in-package technology
In this theis, a highly integrated radar transceiver utilizing launcher-in-package
(LiP) technology is introduced. The transceiver is equipped with four receivers
and three transmitters. Notably, the transceiver incorporates RF ports with
waveguide interfaces, facilitating direct integration with waveguide antennas.
To ensure reliable interconnectivity between the transceivers and waveguide
antennas, a novel approach utilizing gapwaveguide packaging technology is
proposed, as depicted in Fig. 2.21. This approach enables non-galvanic con-
tact between the transceivers and waveguide antennas, ensuring robust signal
transmission. For further in-depth information, please refer to the research
details provided in Appendix Paper C.

Encapsulant

Top metal

Air gap

X

Y

YX

Z

Figure 2.21: Compact gapwaveguide interconnects for the LiP transceivers.
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CHAPTER 3

Antenna Designs of Automotive Radar Front-ends

3.1 Antenna designs based on PCB technology

Chapter 2 of the thesis highlights the significance of eWLB technology, which
offers the advantage of flip-chip assembly for transceivers. This flip-chip as-
sembly approach is particularly beneficial for applications based on printed
circuit boards (PCBs). Consequently, it logically follows that PCB anten-
nas have become the most commonly employed antennas integrated with the
transceivers.

Microstrip patch antennas have gained significant popularity as on-board
antennas primarily because of their straightforward integration with PCBs.
Their planar structure and compatibility with PCB fabrication processes make
them easily integrated into the board layout. In particular, series-fed mi-
crostrip patch arrays have been extensively investigated. This is primarily at-
tributed to the ease of implementing compact feeding networks within series-
fed configurations. Fig. 3.1 displays a selection of off-the-shelf automotive
radar sensors available in the market, which utilize series-fed patch arrays
[63]–[66]. In the design of series-fed patch arrays, a common practice is to
maintain a distance between adjacent patches that is approximately equal to
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 3.1: Radar sensors on the markets: (a) 76-77 GHz radar sensor with 4 TXs
and 6 RXs [63], (b) 77 GHz radar sensor with 3 TXs and 4 RXs [64],
(c) 24GHz FMCW radar sensor with 1 TX and 3 RXs [65], (d) 77 GHz
mmWave cascade imaging radar RF evaluation module with 12 TXs
and 16 RXs [66].

one guided wavelength. The width of the patches is then optimized to achieve
a desired excitation distribution, while the length of the patches is typically
set to half of the guided wavelength. In addition to the conventional design
of linearly polarized series-fed patch arrays, alternative configurations such
as differential patch arrays and comb-line patch arrays have been explored
as well, as depicted in Fig. 3.2 [67], [68]. These variations offer alternative
approaches to address specific application requirements.

In spite of the aforementioned benefits, for PCB antennas, it is crucial to
employ low-loss and cost-effective dielectric materials. Furthermore, factors
such as thermal expansion and moisture absorption of the dielectrics can influ-
ence the stability of radar systems. To mitigate issues related to lossy routing
of feeding lines, transceivers are commonly placed in close proximity to PCB
antennas. However, this arrangement can give rise to challenges such as trans-
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.2: Configuration of the proposed (a) differential patch array [67] and (b)
comb-line patch array [68].

mitting/receiving isolation, electromagnetic compatibility of the transceiver,
and interference on the radiation pattern, among others. Furthermore, in
complex antenna systems, such as the imaging radar system depicted in Fig.
3.1d, where numerous antennas are employed, the use of PCB antennas, which
commonly employ a single-layer structure to minimize costs, poses limitations
in terms of their flexibility for routing feeding lines and positioning antenna
elements. As a result, the requirement to allocate a significant board area for
antenna accommodation, along with the deployment of complicated routing
lines, leads to a large form factor and severe substrate loss.

Figure 3.3: Simultaneous multi-mode automotive imaging radar system using
waveguide slot arrays. [53].
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3.2 Waveguide antennas for automotive radar
front-ends

As outlined in Chapter 2, waveguide antennas possess distinctive attributes,
including high power handling capabilities, low loss, and wide bandwidth.
Consequently, these characteristics have gained substantial attention for their
deployment in advanced automotive radar front-ends.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.4: a) Demonstrator radar sensor developed by HUBER+SUHNER with
Infineon. b) Mid-range demonstrator radar sensor developed by HU-
BER+SUHNER with Texas Instruments [69].

Recently, conventional waveguide slot arrays have emerged as a viable choice
for advanced imaging radar front-ends. A notable example can be found in
the work presented in [53]. In this study, a simultaneous multi-mode imaging
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radar system is demonstrated, employing waveguide slot arrays. The system
incorporates four radar transceivers, each equipped with three transmitters
(TXs) and four receivers (RXs), enabling high angular resolution in both az-
imuth (AZ) and elevation (EL). The proposed antenna system utilizes complex
Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MIMO) configurations. Specifically, 16 RX
antennas are positioned side-by-side, while the 12 TX antennas are catego-
rized based on different operating modes. The antennas are implemented with
high efficiency through the utilization of waveguide slot arrays, as depicted
in Fig. 3.3. Moreover, the multilayer structure of the arrays facilitates the
design approach with a remarkable degree of flexibility.

An additional noteworthy aspect arising from the aforementioned example
is the employment of a low-cost plastic milling technique in the manufac-
turing process. Conventionally, waveguide slot arrays were fabricated using
computer numerical control (CNC) milling techniques, which tend to be both
time-consuming and cost-prohibitive. However, recent advancements in fabri-
cation technologies, such as 3D printing and metallic plastics, have facilitated
the development of cost-effective waveguide components with high efficiency,
specifically within the mmWave frequency band. Reference [69] introduced
several antenna designs fabricated by using metallic plastic, as depicted in
Fig. 3.4.

3.3 Antenna designs for polarimetric radar systems
To achieve a compact and cost-effective antenna system with polarimetric
capability, the utilization of dual-polarized microstrip patch arrays has been
investigated [11], [70]. In the study presented by [11], radar systems employing
left-hand circularly polarized transmitters (TXs) and dual linearly polarized
receivers (RXs) are discussed. The antennas are based on square patch el-
ements with series-parallel feeding networks and can be implemented on a
single-layer printed circuit board (PCB), as depicted in Fig. 3.5a. The patch
elements are inclined at an angle of 45◦ to achieve orthogonal linear polariza-
tions. Extensive optimization has been conducted on the square patches to
minimize side-lobe levels. Furthermore, a circularly polarized TX antenna is
realized by combining the excitation ports that related to both linear polar-
ization with a 90◦ hybrid network, as illustrated in Fig. 3.5b.

The topic of fully polarimetric automotive radar sensors based on waveguide
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.5: Configuration of the proposed patch array (a) dual linearly polarized
and (b) left hand circularly polarized [11].

antennas is explored in detail in [16]. Fig. 3.6 illustrates the proposed po-
larimetric MIMO systems utilizing sectoral waveguide horn antennas. Specif-
ically, E-plane sectoral horns are employed to achieve vertical polarization,
while H-plane sectoral horns are used for horizontal polarization. Sectoral
horn antennas are well-suited for automotive radar applications due to their
ability to provide broad azimuth patterns and narrow elevation patterns. The
systems described in the papers operate based on time division multiplexing
(TDM) operation. Configuration A results in a MIMO virtual array with an-
gular ambiguities while configuration B represents an improved design that
addresses these ambiguities. Although sector horn antennas feature high po-
larization isolation, they are not well-suited for low-profile designs and lack
scalability in high-gain scenarios, such as long-range radar applications.

Dual circularly polarized waveguide antennas are also investigated for po-
larimetric radar applications. Reference [71] introduces a polarimetric radar
sensor that integrates 6 left-hand circularly polarized (LHCP) transmitting
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.6: Proposed dual-polarized MIMO waveguide antenna: (a) configuration
A, (b) configuration B [16].

antennas and 16 dual circularly polarized receiving antennas, as illustrated
in Fig. 3.7. The receiving antennas consists of 16 linear arrays arranged
in azimuth. Each linear array is composed of of 8 dual circularly polarized
corrugated horns. These horns are designed with classic septum polarizers
to generate dual circular polarizations. Additionally, the horns are equipped
with corporate feeding networks, which are implemented using T-junctions in
a vertical configuration. To accommodate the size constraints of the horns, the
receiving antennas are spaced apart by one wavelength, while the transmitting
antennas are spaced apart by 1.5 wavelengths. By utilizing TDM MIMO op-
eration, a virtual array with a half wavelength spacing is achieved. It should
be noted that the transmitting antenna array has a lattice configuration of
3×2, enabling the system to perform direction of arrival (DoA) estimation in
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both azimuth and elevation.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.7: Configuration of the proposed dual circularly polarized waveguide ar-
ray: (a) fully-manufactured prototype, (b) cross section of the waveg-
uide array [71].

Similar to the methodology illustrated in Figure 3.5b, a dual-circularly po-
larized waveguide antenna can be realized by combining a dual-linearly polar-
ized waveguide antenna with a 90◦ hybrid network, as studied in [72], although
the design is for Ka-band satellite communications. A detailed exploded view
of this design is provided in Fig. 3.8. Notably, this design features a shared
aperture for dual circular polarization with independent feeding networks on
separate layers.

In summary, dual polarized waveguide antennas are considered excellent
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Figure 3.8: Exploded side view of the full antenna [72].

choices for the implementation of advanced polarimetric radar systems. While
polarimetric radar systems can utilize either dual linear polarization (LP) or
dual circular polarization (CP), the latter offers advantages over the former in
terms of mitigating challenges such as multi-path fading and signal degrada-
tion [73]. Therefore, there is significant interest in exploring polarimetric radar
systems that leverage the capabilities of dual circularly polarized waveguide
antennas.

Waveguide polarizers, such as septum polarizers, are commonly employed to
generate circularly polarized waves directly. The septum polarizer consists of
two rectangular waveguide input ports separated by a septum, as shown in Fig.
3.9. Ports 3 and 4 are overlapped and realized by quadratic waveguides. In an
ideal lossless scenario, the septum polarizer can be described by a scattering
matrix:

[
Sij

]
= 1√

2


0 0 1 −j

0 0 −j 1
1 −j 0 0

−j 1 0 0

 (3.1)
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Here, Sij = V −
i /V +

j where V −
i represents the amplitude of the wave leaving

port i and V +
j represents the amplitude of the wave exciting port j. When

port 1 is excited, the electric field at the output can be expressed as:

ERHCP = S31x̂ + S41ŷ = (x̂ − jŷ)/
√

2 (3.2)

This represents RHCP. On the other hand, when port 2 is excited, the electric
field at the output is given by:

ELHCP = S32x̂ + S42ŷ = (−jx̂ + ŷ)/
√

2 (3.3)

This represents LHCP.

Septum

Port 1 Port 2

Port 3&4
1 3

2 4

𝒗𝟏
+

𝒗𝟐
+

𝒗𝟑
−

𝒗𝟒
−

Figure 3.9: Illustration of a four-port septum polarizer.

The use of quadratic waveguide outputs is highly advantageous, especially
for feeding circular waveguide horn antennas with dual circular polarization, as
highlighted in the reference [74]. The septum polarizer has also been explored
in planar array designs, as discussed in reference [75]. However, it is important
to note that despite their compact size, septum polarizers pose challenges in
terms of fabrication and assembly, particularly at mmWave frequency ranges.

In recent research, the utilization of grooved circular waveguide polarizers
has gained attention for the design of dual circularly polarized antennas. Sev-
eral studies, such as [76]–[79], have focused on investigating this approach.
Fig. 3.10 illustrates the concept of grooved circular waveguides, which involve
circular waveguides with sector grooves. These grooves can be categorized into
different types, such as mono-grooved circular waveguides and double-grooved
circular waveguides. Moreover, these configurations can also be considered as
circular waveguides with embedded sector ridges, thus referred to as ridged
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circular waveguides. Rigorous analytical solutions addressing wave propaga-
tion in ridged circular waveguides have been presented in previous studies [80],
[81].

𝑟𝑓
𝑟𝑝

𝛼

𝑟𝑓
𝑟𝑝

𝛼

Figure 3.10: Sectional view of (left) mono-grooved circular waveguide and (right)
double grooved circular waveguide.

A segment of grooved circular waveguide can serve as a polarizer to generate
circularly polarized waves, as depicted in Figure 3.11. When the excitation
field at the input is polarized in the Y direction, the dominant TE11 mode
inside the circular waveguide (referred to as ER) can be decomposed into two
orthogonal components, ER1 and ER2, with equal amplitudes. As the field
propagates through the double-grooved circular waveguide, ER2 experiences a
larger propagation radius than ER1. Consequently, a phase difference between
the two components arises at the output, given by:

∆ϕ = ϕ1 − ϕ2 = (β1 − β2)Lp (3.4)

where

β1 =

√
k2 − (p

′
11

rf
)2 (3.5)

β2 =

√
k2 − (p

′
11

rp
)2 (3.6)

β1 and β2 represent the wave numbers of ER1 and ER2, respectively, and
Lp denotes the length of the double-grooved circular waveguide section. The
parameter p

′

mn corresponds to the first root of the derivative of the first-order
Bessel function. By introducing a 90◦ delay between ER1 and ER2, the output
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field exhibits right-hand circular polarization. Similarly, when the input field
is polarized in the X direction, a left-hand circularly polarized wave can be
generated if EL2 leads EL1 by 90◦ at the output.

Double grooved circular 

waveguide section

Input

Output

(a)

𝑬𝑹

𝑬𝑹𝟏

𝑬𝑹𝟐

X

Y

(b)

𝑬𝑳

𝑬𝑳𝟏 𝑬𝑳𝟐

X

Y

(c)

Figure 3.11: Illustration of double grooved circular waveguide polarizer.

In [77], the authors discuss polarizers based on mono-grooved circular waveg-
uides. However, compared to double-grooved circular waveguide polarizers,
mono-grooves exhibit larger dimensions and their asymmetric configurations
can adversely affect the bandwidth of the polarizer.
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3.4 Contributions of the thesis

Automotive imaging radar antennas based on gap waveguide
technology

As discussed in Section 3.1, complex imaging radar antennas that consist
of a large number of antenna elements encounter numerous challenges when
implemented using PCB technology. This thesis presents the development of
an automotive imaging radar antenna utilizing gapwaveguide technology, as
depicted in Fig. 3.12. The antenna design incorporates designated antenna
elements implemented as slot arrays utilizing center-fed ridge gapwaveguides.
The overall structure of the imaging radar antenna consists of three layers: a
top radiating slot layer, a middle distribution layer, and a bottom interconnect
layer. The interconnect layer is specifically designed to accommodate four
launcher-in-package transceivers, allowing for significant assembly tolerance.
Part of the antenna measurement results are depicted in Fig. 3.13. For further
in-depth information, please refer to the research details provided in Appendix
Paper C.

Dual-circularly polarized array antenna based on gap
waveguide utilizing double-grooved circular waveguide
polarizer

The utilization of grooved circular waveguide polarizers in an array configura-
tion has been limited due to the complexity of fabrication and size constraints.
However, this thesis introduces a novel planar array that incorporates double
grooved circular waveguide polarizers, as depicted in Fig. 3.14. The planar
array is specifically designed for fixed beam, high gain polarimetric sensing
applications. The antenna structure consists of six layers, including three lay-
ers dedicated to the feeding networks, one layer for the polarizer, one layer
for the back cavity, and another layer for the radiating grid. To facilitate
the operation of the array, independent, highly isolated, and compact feeding
networks based on gap waveguide technologies are proposed. Measurement
results of the antenna’s axial ratio is depicted in Fig. 3.15. For a detailed
understanding of the design, please refer to the appended Paper B.
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Bottom layer

Distribution layer

Radiating layer

Interconnect

Figure 3.12: Automotive imaging radar aiming for LiP technology.
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Figure 3.13: Measured radiation patterns of RX slot arrays at 76.5 GHz with all
16 elements plotted together: (a) E-plane, (b) H-plane.
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Feeding layer A

Feeding layer B

Feeding layer C

Back cavity layer

Radiating layer

Polarizer layer

Figure 3.14: Multi-layer structure of the dual-circularly polarized planar array.
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Figure 3.15: Simulated and derived axial ratios over frequency of the planar array:
(a) RHCP; (b) LHCP.
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Antenna designs based on series-fed septum polarizers for
polarimetric MIMO radars
In automotive MIMO radar systems, the typical design for an antenna ele-
ment is a linear array that exhibits a narrow beam width in the EL plane and
a broad beam width in the AZ plane. For polarimetric MIMO radars, waveg-
uide dual-CP linear arrays are considered a promising choice. However, these
arrays often utilize corporate feeding networks with a vertical configuration,
resulting in a multi-layer design. This multi-layer design poses challenges in
achieving low-profile characteristics, as highlighted in [21]. Additionally, the
assembly of multiple layers becomes critical, particularly in the millimeter-
wave frequency band. In this thesis, antenna designs based on series-fed sep-
tum polarizers are presented with low-profile characteristics for polarimetric
MIMO radars, as depicted in Fig. 3.16. Gapwaveguide technology is utilized
for the implementation of the multi-layer waveguide front-end. Measurement
results of the RX antennas’ axial ratios are depicted in Fig. 3.17. For further
in-depth information, please refer to the research details provided in Appendix
Paper D.

Slits

(a)

RGW to WR12

(b)

Figure 3.16: a) The proposed multi-layer antenna module. b) Distribution of the
antenna elements with vertical transitions to standard WR12 waveg-
uides.
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Figure 3.17: Measured axial ratios of the RX antenna elements: a) RX0, b) RX1,
in azimuth plane.
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CHAPTER 4

Future Works

1. The design of circularly polarized waveguide antennas poses a persis-
tent challenge, particularly when aiming to achieve dual circular polar-
ization. Subsequently, the forthcoming phase of the future work in the
context of this thesis research area aims to realize wide-band, low-profile
dual circularly polarized waveguide antennas with less number of lay-
ers specifically tailored for polarimetric sensing applications. In order
to achieve a shared aperture for both the transmitting and receiving
antennas, attention must be given to the design of a duplexer that ef-
fectively separates the transmitting and receiving signals. This process
is essential to minimize the overall form factor of the front-ends.

2. Constrained by the laboratory conditions, the proposed polarimetric
radar sensor currently demonstrates poor angular resolution due to the
limited availability of transmitters and receivers. Future research in this
area aims to explore high-resolution polarimetric sensors that integrate
multiple transceivers, enabling the utilization of tens of transmitters
and receivers. The incorporation of a large number of transmitters and
receivers facilitates the realization of radar sensors with full polarimet-
ric capabilities, thereby enabling the acquisition of comprehensive po-
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larimetric information. Nevertheless, it is important to recognize that
certain consequential factors, such as increased costs and the need for
sophisticated calibration processes, must be carefully addressed through-
out the development.
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